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Our monthly round-the-world tour covering the hottest retail 
topics. In this post-covid era, retailers are developing their 
business in order to diversify their offer, improve their 
sustainability, or even earn additional revenues. In doing so, they 
expect making up for lost time.   
Food retail is still transforming itself to become more convenient 
and digital. Then, the platform model is becoming the must have 
for every retailer. Finally virtual shopping is bridging the gap 
between online and offline shopping. 

h/commerce, Havas group consulting offer dedicated to retail, 
follows and shares with you the most striking evolutions in the 
global retail industry.h/commerce’s monthly Newsletter gives you 
an in-depth look into the retail ecosystem to decipher new 
trends: store check, data, strategies analysis, innovations. 
This Newsletter is part of a collection of thematic reports that 
aims at providing keys to understand new trends and retailers 
strategies.



COMING SOON  
- 

The English version of the 
Walmart book is coming in the 

next few weeks.  

An in-depth analysis of Walmart's 
ecosystem to decipher its 

strategy and plans for the future. 

Walmart, a click & mortar model 
to follow! 
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3Global retail news & stories
Our monthly round-the-world tour 
covering the hottest retail topics. 
p.12-26

Surveys, studies, figures… 
The most striking numbers shaking 
the world of commerce. 
p.27-30

Hard hitting campaigns of 
the month released by 
actors of the industry.  
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Significative and inspiring 
news from retail leaders. 
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4Figures of the month



1/ ADS  
OF THE MONTH



IKEA (UK) - EVERY HOME SHOULD BE A HAVEN  

IKEA wants to guarantee peace and happiness to its customers 
through a convenient offer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGgcYNlH02g&t=50s


PINTEREST (US) - FIND WHAT YOU ACTUALLY LOVE: PINTEREST 
SHOPPING  

Pinterest is developing a powerful ecosystem for shopping that 
bridges the gap between in-store and online shopping

https://www.adsoftheworld.com/media/film/pinterest_find_what_you_actually_love_pinterest_shopping


FLINK (FRANCE) - LIVRÉ DELIVRÉ  

The quick delivery platform unveils its promise ensuring a 
dedicated service to consumers’ comfort 



2/ NEWS FROM LEADERS



Amazon introduces a Local Selling tool dedicated 
to retailers.   
This brand new service will offer in-store pickup and 
local deliveries for retailers. 
As most merchants of the marketplace are SMEs, 
Amazon is helping them to first, list their products on 
the platform, and then, to sale their products to local 
customers in some specific areas via pick-up the same 
day.  
According to Amazon’s vice president of recreational 
and vocational categories in ChargedRetail: “Local 
Selling presents enormous opportunities to a large 
number of sellers who want to bring more product 
selection to their Amazon business, enabling many to 
expand their multi-channel offerings by integrating 
their physical stores and delivery capabilities with 
their digital operations.”

Amazon is developing a smart fridge.  
Amazon’s new device will be able to track consumers’ 
shopping habits and their food preferences. The 
fridge will also have the ability to order groceries 
instead of consumers if some products are missing in 
their fridges. 
In addition, the fridge would offer recipe suggestions, 
health & nutrition advices according to everything 
inside the it.

Amazon already filed a patent for a future smart 
fridge 4 years ago.

News  from Amazon 
Source: Le Monde

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/food/why-amazon-building-smart-fridge
https://www.chargedretail.co.uk/2021/10/25/amazon-introduces-local-selling-tools-for-retailers/

Source: SiecleDigital



Walmart is currently testing a ‘text to shop’ feature  
The company is launching the test only in selected areas. However, it plans to 
make the tool accessible to a wider audience in the future.  
Walmart already launched this kind of service under Jet Black, targeting upper-
income New Yorkers but it was then discontinued.  
It is a way to add a new channel for consumers to purchase goods.  
The retailer said that it is currently learning how and when its customers want 
to use a conversational tool to shop.  
The tool should be personalized, offering to customers recommendations 
according to previous purchases for example. 

News  from Walmart 
Source: Walmart 

https://www.retaildive.com/news/walmart-tests-text-to-shop-tool/608301/



3/ 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
NEWS & STORIES



DIVERSIFYING FROM CORE 
BUSINESS 



Netflix is selling merchandises in Walmart 

A new Netflix Hub is opening at Walmart.   
It is an opportunity for Walmart to become an entertainment 
destination and for Netflix to give a physical destination to its 
super-fans. 
Netflix will sell merchandises from its various popular tv series. 
On its side, Walmart is opening a dedicated platform to sell 
products from Netflix. For now, the platform only includes top 
sellers like Squid Game, Stranger Things and The Witcher. 
The giant of entertainment started its retail journey few months 
ago with the launch of a by-products e-commerce selling its 
most popular creations.  
More and more entertainment actors are entering the retail 
market which represents an interesting revenue addition for 
them. 

Source: Walmart  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/netflix-sell-merchandise-walmart



Best Buy goes further into healthcare with Current Health acquisition 

Best Buy recently announced its entrance into an agreement 
to acquire Current Health platform, a care at home 
technology platform. 
In 2018 the retailer already acquired Great Call, a company 
providing devices able to connect aging users with caregivers. 
Best Buy also partnered with Apple to provide users with an 
access to Lively Health and Safety Services on their Apple 
Watch.  
Current Health is offering its users a monitoring, tele-health 
services and a wearable device to give real time insights about 
the patient health.  

The final acquisition may happened at the end of 2022.  

This case reminds us of Amazon’s which is gaining more and 
more space in the health sector in the United States.

https://www.retaildive.com/news/best-buy-pushes-further-into-healthcare-with-current-health-acquisition/608058/



FOOD RETAIL IS CONTINUING ITS 
TRANSFORMATION



Deliveroo is competing with quick commerce leaders

Deliveroo has launched a new quick grocery delivery service 
‘Hop’ to take on its quick-commerce rivals like Getir, 
Gorillas, Zapp, and Weezy. 
To do so, Deliveroo partnered with the UK retailer Morrisons 
and aims at delivering its clients within 10 minutes. 
Like its other competitors, Deliveroo will rely on a dense 
network of dark stores to get closer to its customers. 
For now, the new Deliveroo Hop offer, will only be available to 
residents in and around Vauxhall and Battersea in south 
London.  
Entering the quick-commerce market will allow food delivery 
actors to remain in the food delivery race. 

Source: Financial Times  

https://www.ft.com/content/3c9dc06c-a14a-47c5-a67c-e58b8f055455



In one of its Parisian stores, Intermarché is trialling a smart 
shopping basket. 
For the occasion the grocer is partnering with the start-up Mo-
Ka. The latter has developed a shopping basket featured with 
cameras fitted in the handle. Once the customer has scanned 
its QR code via the camera’s handle, he can proceed to its 
grocery shopping. All he has to do is placing its items into the 
basket. Then, thanks to an image processing technology and 
artificial intelligence, the footage from the camera is turned 
into a shopping list.  
To move to the checkout, customers have two choices: whether 
a fully automated payment through Mo-Ka’s app or a traditional 
payment.  

The powerful asset of this smart solution is that it brings an 
additional mean of payment without requiring a modification of 
the store as we can observe usually in cashier-less stores. 

Intermarché is testing a smart shopping basket 

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/food/intermarché-trials-smart-shopping-basket

Source: Youtube Mo-Ka



Gopuff is launching brick & mortar locations in New York City

Gopuff started as a quick delivery platform delivering 
grocery shopping to customers in minutes.  
Gopuff is now expanding its modified dark stores in NYC. 
Shoppers will use digital terminals to order their groceries. 
Workers will then pick the orders from the product storage area 
and bring them out to the customer. 
Inside these digital first brick and mortar stores, a selection of 
4,000 national and global products is offered alongside “hyper-
local” sections dedicated to items from the area. For example 
in NYC stores are offering brands specific to the city, including 
Levain Bakery, Momofuku, Van Leeuwen Ice Cream and Grady’s 
Cold Brew. 
Some other stores have been deployed in other cities of the 
country including Florida and Texas earlier this month with in 
addition a 30 minutes delivery promise.

Source: Gopuff



Monoprix unveils its first carbon neutral logistics hub

The Monoprix Group and Prologis, the international leader 
in logistics real estate, are inaugurating the world's first 
certified carbon-neutral logistics platform in Moissy-Cramayel 
(Paris outskirts) for its non-food e-commerce operations. With a 
surface area of 100,000 sq meters, the warehouse is equipped 
with robotic technology developed by the French company 
Exotec. 
It will be operated by Monoprix for a minimum period of 12 
years. 
The platform was tailor-made to provide Monoprix with a 
modern logistics tool capable of supporting its strong e-
commerce development. 
Sustainable commerce is infiltrating logistics process. 

https://www.ecommercemag.fr/Thematique/logistique-1222/strategie-logistique-2177/Diaporamas/monoprix-premiere-plateforme-logistique-carbone-neutre-monde-365651/nouveau-cap-strategie-e-commerce-non-alimentaire-365654.htm#Diapo

Source: ecommercemag



RETAIL ‘PLATFORMISATION’



Urban Outfitters is launching a marketplace: Nuuly Thrift

Urban Outfitters is launching a secondhand marketplace 
called Nuuly Thrift.  
Shoppers and users will be able to resale their pre-owned 
clothes and purchase secondhand clothes on the platform.  
The marketplace accept products from any brands.  

Entering the secondhand market, Urban Outfitters is joining 
most of its competitors. It will bring the company some 
additional revenues and connect the brand even more to the 
younger generation very keen of secondhand offers.  

It became mandatory for fashion retailers to offer a service 
dedicated to pre-owned items recycling. 

Source: Nuulyrent   

https://www.retaildive.com/news/urban-outfitters-to-launch-resale-platform-nuuly-thrift/605470/



Spotify is offering a new by-products shopping 
service into its app. 
These by-products will directly be accessible through 
artists’ profiles. 
Once their online «shop » connected to their Shopify 
for Artists account, they can implement their products 
catalogue into Spotify. 
Shopify is expanding its presence in the creator 
economy and Spotify makes its first entrance into the 
e-commerce industry. 

Spotify is partnering with Shopify to enable artists to sell their by-products to their fans

https://siecledigital.fr/2021/10/21/spotify-x-shopify-un-partenariat-pour-la-vente-de-merchandising-sur-les-profils-des-artistes/



VIRTUAL RETAIL CONTINUES TO 
MOVE FORWARD



Etsy is entering virtual retail with a shoppable virtual house

Etsy created a shoppable virtual house. 
This virtual house has been created in partnership with The 
Boundary, a visualization service company. The Etsy house is an 
AR experience with a 360-degree visual, enabling buyers to 
shop true-to-scale rendering Etsy items. 
Shoppers will be able to take a digital tour in the virtual house 
to discover products from the marketplace.  
If visitors are spotting something interesting they would be able 
to access to the product information and to the purchasing link 
and then place their order.  
By launching this kind of service, Etsy is entering the virtual 
retail market and bridging the gap between digital and physical 
retail.  

Source: eseller  

https://www.retaildive.com/news/etsy-debuts-shoppable-virtual-house/607274/



MyTheresa and Moncler teamed up to launch a virtual pop-up

MyTheresa and Moncler are partnering to introduce 
Moncler's new women and men collections through a 360° 
virtual pop-up shopping experience. 
How does it work? As they navigate into the virtual pop-up, 
users are able to purchase items from the new collection. 
By selecting products, visitors can access to items’ more 
detailed descriptions and then buy them directly from the 
display.  
Some retailers and especially fashion retailers are seizing virtual 
shopping opportunity to connect to their shoppers where they 
are most of the time these days: online.   

https://www.retaildive.com/news/moncler-debuts-new-collections-through-virtual-pop-up-with-mytheresa/608566/

Source: N   



4/ 
FIGURES OF  
THE MONTH



HAVAS GROUP PREDICTS THE FUTURE OF ECOMMERCE 
E-commerce is now fully integrated into our shopping and 
entertainment routines 



HAVAS GROUP PREDICTS THE FUTURE OF ECOMMERCE 
However, the online shopping journey can sometimes get  
boring 



HAVAS GROUP PREDICTS THE FUTURE OF ECOMMERCE 
So some essential parameters must be integrated to offer a great 
online customer journey

Recommandations Customer experience Convenience 



If you know someone who wants to subscribe: 

https://forms.office.com/r/eRdAEhB6Tk





h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 
& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.

Late 2021

Early 2022

The Voice  
Revolution



Email us to discover our 2021 
catalogue that presents our services, 
from consulting services, seminars, 
to social media support…



commerce
Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


